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If you’re buying some new ceiling or wall 
lights from us, you may be looking for an 
electrician, or even wondering whether  
to try to put them in yourself. Instead, 
why not book our Lighting installation 
service? It’s quick, convenient and good 
value, with all the expert service that  
you would expect from us.

How does the service work? 
We’ll deliver your new light fittings to your home at  
a time that’s convenient for you, assemble and install  
them so you’ll be able to enjoy your new lighting as  
soon as possible, with the minimum of hassle. 

What does it include? 
Our qualified lighting installer will carry out essential 
checks to make sure the installation complies with 
NICEIC* standards. We’ll test your electrical circuit  
and wiring to ensure that everything is compatible  
and safe. To do this we need to turn all power off.  
Once passed, we’ll check that your ceiling can handle  
your new light and remove your existing light fittings.  
Finally we‘ll install your new lights in the same position  
as your previous fittings. 

What’s not included? 
It’s worth noting that our Lighting installation service  
does not include any modifications to wiring, changes  
to building fixings on or behind surfaces, or the  
‘making good’ of plastering or decorating. 

How much does it cost? 
Fitting your first light costs £69 and every subsequent  
one costs £49.

Want to make an appointment? 
You’ll need to book the service when you buy your  
new lighting from us in store, so please talk to one  
of our Partners at the time of ordering.

Terms and conditions  1. Service includes like for like replacement installation of wall  
or pendant lights to an existing safe wiring point (this does not include the installation  
of any recessed lights).  2. To complete the installation safely it is necessary to switch  
off the mains power at the consumer board. This will mean that you may need to  
reset any timers.  3. We cannot install higher than 10 foot.  4. We do not change  
dimmers and switches.  5. We do not make good around the light fixing.

*  NICEIC (National Inspection Council for Electrical Installation Contracting) is the UK 
electrical contracting industry’s independent voluntary body. 


